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weakness. He earned first-team All-America honors in both 2007 and 2008, and he was a Consensus All-American as a senior. Outside of football, he was an All-State lineman for the Red Raiders in 2008. 33. DE Sam Montgomery (Auburn, Ala.) 2014 stats: 18 tackles (5.5 TFL), 2 sacks, 3 passes defensed The selection of

Montgomery was a surprise to some, but he was a leading force at nose tackle for Auburn’s defense in 2014. The Tigers didn’t generate a lot of pressure on quarterbacks, but Montgomery excelled in run-stopping as the team’s leader up front. 32. WR Mohamed Sanu (Abilene Christian, Texas) 2014 stats: 29 catches, 361 yards,
4 TDs The second overall selection in the 2014 draft could be the most versatile of the seven wide receivers taken that year. Sanu made the most of his big frame, dominating at times in the slot and on special teams. He caught 23.5 passes per game in 2014 and had 467 receiving yards and four touchdowns. 31. G Mitch Petrus

(Nebraska) 2015 stats: 15 starts A second-round pick in 2015, Petrus started 13 games at center, 11 at left guard, and two at right guard. He was Nebraska’s most valuable lineman in 2015. 30. C Scott Quessenberry (Illinois State) 2015 stats: 13 starts Quessenberry was projected as the top center in the draft, and while he
wasn’t the most pro-ready in 2014, he improved his technique as the season went on and showed good size for a center. He kept his head and got low and active as the season went on, too. 29. LB Prince Shemb
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